Sickbay Security Exercise
Participant Testimonials
Found below are testimonials from several of the hospitals that
participated in a previous Sickbay Security Exercise.
University of Maryland Medical Center – Baltimore – Maryland
This was a great exercise!
UMass Memorial Medical Center – Worcester – Massachusetts
The exercise was the most worthwhile expense I have had in a long time. I am glad we
used your product. We plan to use more of your products in the future.
Androscoggin Valley Hospital – Berlin – New Hampshire
This was a very useful exercise and allowed us to prepare and plan for an event we
hope never happens.
Mount Sinai Medical Center – Miami Beach – Florida
Great exercise and very realistic! Generated much discussion and provided reality
check in thinking that you can respond well to this situation.
ValleyCare Health System – Livermore – California
I was very impressed with the Active Shooter Exercise, because staff was able interact
and share their comments on the questions and we had other managers from other
organizations that shared real life "active shooter" situations that occurred in their
facilities. I think this exercise provided me an understanding training staff to respond to
an active shooter if very important and being prepared.
University of Maryland Medical Center – Baltimore – Maryland
This exercise provided a realistic active shooter scenario in an emergency room
environment.
East Cooper Medical Center – Pleasant – South Carolina
At the end of the exercise, participants had a better understanding of the roles /
responsibilities of both the internal hospital staff and the outside responders during an
active shooter event.
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ValleyCare Health System – Livermore – California
The format of the exercise was great. This allowed for good group discussions, enabling
us to determine what challenges need to be met. For instance, installing lock boxes in
the outside of the facility with needed items for law enforcement (maps, master key,
proximity badges, etc.).
Longmont United Hospital – Longmont – Colorado
The exercise with injects provided real-life situations that made it easier to discuss how
our facility would respond. This made the exercise much better than just speaking in
generalities.
East Cooper Medical Center – Pleasant – South Carolina
Excellent - Learned so much more than just following a policy.
ValleyCare Health System – Livermore – California
Great Content!
Longmont United Hospital – Longmont – Colorado
The exercise provided us with the opportunity to identify problems as well as identify
possible solutions to those problems.
East Cooper Medical Center – Pleasant – South Carolina
The exercise provided excellent insight into a step-by-step emergency and what to
expect.
ValleyCare Health System – Livermore – California
Staff was engaged in throughout the exercise!
The exercise questions were well thought out and staff did an excellent job answering
questions.
Cheshire Medical Center / Dartmouth Hitchcock Keene – Keene – New Hampshire
It was a great exercise and I am happy our facility had the opportunity to participate
St Joseph's Health Services – Hillsboro – Wisconsin
I think we need to do more exercises like this.
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Yuma District Hospital – Yuma – Colorado
We had a VERY successful exercise!
Baptist Health Lexington – Lexington – Kentucky
Out team at Baptist Health Lexington thoroughly enjoyed the exercise.
UMass Memorial Medical Center – Worcester – Massachusetts
Great Exercise! It was well received at UMass Memorial Medical Center.
East Cooper Medical Center – Pleasant – South Carolina
This was an outstanding exercise.
UMass Memorial Medical Center – Worcester – Massachusetts
I thought the exercise was excellent and it was well received by all that attended!
As a Director of Emergency Management and Preparedness of a large multi-campus
Medical Center I would certainly recommend this program to my counterparts in health
care.
St Francis Xavier Hospital – Charleston – South Carolina
Liked how the exercise was conducted, videos added to realism, offer suggestions after
discussion points of other best practice sites, making it not just an exercise but a tutorial
as well.
Medical University of South Carolina – Charleston – South Carolina
The exercise provided an opportunity for great dialogue which helped us understand
where our weaknesses are within the hospital and in the community.
Androscoggin Valley Hospital – Berlin – New Hampshire
The exercise generated great discussion with local police, hospital security,
administration, nursing supervisors and ER personnel.
East Cooper Medical Center – Pleasant – South Carolina
Although I hope and pray never to be in an event such as this, it is an extremely real
possibility. This was a great opportunity to apply our current disaster preparation
process and knowledge to identify areas where gaps exist or alterations are needed
based on the scenario.
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